Conditioning-annealing studies of natural organic matter solids linking irreversible sorption to irreversible structural expansion.
The assumption of reversibility underpins the sorption term in current models dealing with the fate and impact of organic compounds in the environment, yet experimentally sorption of organic compounds in soils and sediments often shows "irreversible" behaviors such as hysteresis and the conditioning effect (enhanced repeat sorption). The objective of this study was to test whether a glassy polymer irreversibility model applies to natural organic matter (NOM) solids. Irreversible sorption in polymers is believed to be caused by irreversible expansion and creation of internal micropores by penetrating molecules, leading to enhanced affinity during desorption or subsequent resorption. Using chlorobenzene as a conditioning agent and polychlorinated benzenes as test compounds in a second sorption step, we observed conditioning effects for a peat soil, a soil humic acid, and a model glassy polymer, poly- (vinyl chloride), but not for a model rubbery polymer, poly- (ethylene). The conditioning effect for the two natural solids, probed bythe enhancement in the sorption distribution coefficient of 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene, relaxed upon sample annealing between 45 and 91 degrees C in a manner similar to the relaxation of free volume and enthalpy of glassy polymers. Relaxation of the conditioning effect in the NOM solids depended on annealing temperature and, at a given temperature, followed a double additive exponential rate law with a nonzero constant term descriptive of the final state that depends inversely on temperature. At environmentally relevant temperatures, the conditioning effect may "never" completely relax. The results provide compelling evidence for the glassy, nonequilibrium nature of natural organic matter solids and for irreversible structural expansion as a cause of irreversible sorption.